TULANE STUDIES IN GEOLOGY

VOLUME 1, Complete with title page and contents ........................................... $7.00
VOLUME 2, Complete with title page and contents ........................................... $7.00
VOLUME 3, Complete with title page and contents ........................................... $10.00
VOLUME 4, Complete with title page and contents ........................................... $10.00
VOLUME 5, Complete with title page and contents ........................................... $10.00
VOLUME 6, Complete with title page and contents ........................................... $10.00

TULANE STUDIES IN GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY

VOLUME 7, Complete with title page and contents ........................................... $12.00
VOLUME 8, Complete with title page and contents ........................................... $12.00
VOLUME 9, Complete with title page and contents ........................................... $12.00
VOLUME 10, Complete with title page and contents ........................................ $15.00
VOLUME 11, Complete with title page and contents ........................................ $15.00
VOLUME 12, Complete with title page and contents ........................................ $15.00
VOLUME 13, Complete with title page and contents ........................................ $15.00
VOLUME 14, Complete with title page and contents ........................................ $18.00
VOLUME 15, Complete with title page and contents ........................................ $18.00
VOLUME 16, Complete with title page and contents ........................................ $18.00
VOLUME 17, Complete with title page and contents ........................................ $20.00

(see earlier issues for individual listing)


VOLUME 18, Complete with title page and contents ................................................. $20.00


VOLUME 20, Subscription............................................................................................ $20.00